The ReX (Regional Express) Transit Network is designed to make it easy to get around the Bay Area quickly and conveniently. ReX will run on an interconnected system of managed express lanes on the region's freeways to integrate various rapid transit systems into a comprehensive network. ReX fills in the gaps in our current transportation system, adds transit frequency and capacity, and connects many key destinations across the region.

ReX is built on a simple premise: that someone at any ReX Express Hub can get to any other Hub quickly and conveniently regardless of time of day. Free-flowing freeway express lanes will make travel competitive with—and at peak hours, faster than—driving a solo vehicle.

The map to the left shows the approximate location of major ReX stations (Hubs) with connections to BART, SMART, and CalTrain lines. The map on the back page shows the draft route network. ReX routes and stations will naturally evolve as a result of more detailed technical analysis and community input.

TransForm is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that promotes walkable communities with excellent transportation choices to connect people of all incomes to opportunity, keep California affordable, and help solve our climate crisis.

To endorse the ReX concept or to learn more, please visit our website:

www.transformca.org/rex

510.740.3150

Regional Policy Director: Chris Lepe
ReX System Designer: Alan Hoffman
A World-Class Rider Experience

ReX gives riders the express transit experience they want, building on extensive market research conducted across the US.

ReX is designed to be:

**Fast.** ReX reduces door-to-door transit travel times for many regional trips, bringing more opportunities closer to more people.

**Frequent.** ReX vehicles arrive often, cutting wait times and time spent making transfers.

**Convenient.** ReX and ReXlink services get transit riders closer to popular destinations.

**Safe.** ReX improves the experience of waiting for transit with stations that emphasize protection from the elements and from moving vehicles.

How ReX Works

The idea behind ReX is simple:

**Locate 30 ReX Express Hubs** around the region at major transportation nodes and regional destinations.

**Connect Hubs** with direct, rapid, and very frequent routes.

**Link key destinations surrounding the hubs** with direct, rapid, and frequent connections (such as shuttles and loops, described below).

**Reach into surrounding areas with direct feeder lines** and connect as well with regional rapid transit and bus services.

**Create first-class stations** (Hubs and other ReX system stations) that fully meet customer needs and expectations, and that make transfers easy.

Where Are ReX Hubs Located?

ReX Express Hubs are located to maximize access to key destinations surrounding them and link effectively with existing transit:

**Key regional transit stations** including BART, MUNI, Caltrain, Amtrak, ACE, SMART, and local transit centers;

**Major destinations** such as downtowns, large office parks, other job centers, hospitals, colleges, and recreational and entertainment venues;

**Shopping malls/retail centers** such as the Southland, Sunvalley, and NewPark malls; and

**Dense, walkable communities** where many current and potential transit riders live.

ReXlink: Connecting Hubs to Destinations

ReXlink Routes are high-frequency feeders that tie ReX Express Hubs to surrounding destinations. At Hubs, they serve the same platforms as ReX Express Routes, making transfers seamless and easy.

There are four kinds of ReXlink routes: Loops, Direct Shuttles, Direct Loops, and hybrid BRT (Bus Rapid Transit)/Express routes. With 10 minute frequencies all-day, ReXlink makes it convenient to get to and from ReX Express Hubs.
Stations

Several types of stations serve ReX Express and ReXlink routes.

**ReX Express Hubs** are the principal nodes on the express network. ReX and ReXlink services all serve the same platforms; passengers wait in semi-enclosed facilities, separated from vehicles by sliding glass doors, such as in the Montreal example below.

All ReX stations rely on a barrier system, with people paying to enter a station and “tapping off” when leaving. Hub Stations use level boarding and multiple-door entry, just like metro systems.

As transfer centers, Hubs are candidates for retail services such as food halls and pharmacies, as well as significant public spaces.

Many ReX stations could support Transit-Oriented Development, adding many locations for this critical segment of new housing.

**ReXlink Stations** are smaller versions of Hub Stations. They are modeled on global BRT stations, such as the examples on the right, as well as new BRT stations being built across the Bay Area.

Next Steps

TransForm has produced a detailed report on the ReX concept, which is available for downloading on our website.

This report explains:

- Routes and proposed station locations;
- Current and projected residential and employment density and travel patterns;
- Analysis of the system’s ability to serve Communities of Concern (Environmental Justice populations);
- Service coverage of the network (areas served);
- Infrastructure requirements as well as future possibilities;
- Projected travel times;
- Initial projections as to capital and operating costs; as well as
- Questions and answers about ReX.

TransForm is collaborating with the MTC, transit agencies, elected representatives, stakeholders, and community members to help move ReX forward.

Get Involved!

Help us make ReX a reality! Individuals and groups interested in getting involved with ReX should visit TransForm’s website at:

www.transformca.org/rex